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WHO ARE WE ?

Founded in 2012, Natural Center
Tours was taken over by Pierre in

2016.  
 
 
 

Natural Center Tours is a small,
human-sized company specializing

in outdoor activities and travel in
Costa Rica.

- 
"From the beginning, we have been
working with the local population to

promote responsible and
supportive tourism. Our motto is to
give the best customer service by

offering them a wide choice of
activities, trips and transport

services." 
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Welcome to the land of Pura Vida in
Central America. It is bordered by the
Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean.
 
From the northeast to the southeast, the
country is crossed by a volcanic chain that
contributes to its ecological wealth.

It is also one of the few countries in the
world that does not have an army. The
country and its people have a peaceful
attitude; this makes it a perfect place to
spend an unforgettable holiday. 

Costa Rica offers you dream landscapes,
friendly people ready to share their
culture.

Costa Rica offers the perfect combination
of relaxation, adventure, culture,
gastronomy and wildlife.
It also houses four UNESCO-certified World
Heritage sites. The country’s plan is to keep
its nature intact and authentic
experiences.

To support these efforts, the Costa Rican
Tourism Institute (ICT) has developed a
sustainable tourism certification (CST)
program for companies that make an extra
effort to offer, through their daily activities, a
conscious approach to preserving the
environment and the local community.

Costa Rica is a country with a lush
biodiversity. It is a paradise for fauna and
flora lovers. 

COSTA RICA
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D2 to 4 - PUERTO VIEJO
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After the delivery of your vehicle you will
discover the South Caribbean coast and the
small village of Puerto Viejo. You will visit the

Bribri Indigenous Community to discover
some of their traditions. We also recommend

visiting the Cahuita National Park located
30min away to get a first glimpse of the riches

of this small country.

D1 - ARRIVAL IN COSTA RICA
Welcome to the land of Pura Vida for the
beginning of a very beautiful adventure! On
arrival, our driver will take you to your hotel to
relax by the pool after a long trip.



D5 and 6 - TORTUGUERO
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The second stage of this stay will take you by boat
to the small village of Tortuguero. It has a unique
geographical location between sea and river. It is

famous for its namesake national park, which is
home to incredible biodiversity and is one of the

most important places in the world for viewing sea
turtles.



D 7 to 9 - LA FORTUNA
La Fortuna is a small town located in the Alajuela
province of Costa Rica, near the Arenal Volcano.

One of the main attractions in La Fortuna is the Arenal
Volcano. The volcano's perfect cone shape and the

surrounding lush rainforest make it a picturesque
sight. Many visitors enjoy hiking the trails around the

volcano, exploring the national park, and even taking
guided tours to witness the volcanic activity and hot

springs.
La Fortuna is also famous for its hot springs, which are

heated by the geothermal activity of the Arenal
Volcano.
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D10 - RIO CELESTE
This morning will be dedicated to the visit of the
Tenorio National Park famous for its turquoise
river. The park’s main attraction is the Rio Celeste
waterfall, a breathtaking natural spectacle. The
crystal clear waters of the river fall from a cliff and
form a spectacular waterfall. The unique turquoise
blue color of the water is due to a natural
phenomenon where the minerals present in the
river reflect sunlight. You will take the road to
Monteverde in the afternoon.
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 D11 to 13 - SAMARA
Playa Samara is a beautiful seaside destination

that offers a perfect combination of beach, water
activities, unspoilt nature and a relaxed

atmosphere. Whether you are looking for
relaxation or adventure, Playa Samara has

something to offer all visitors. The Ocean Safari
excursion will give you a glimpse of the country’s

marine life on the Pacific coast. Depending on
the season it is possible to observe dolphins,

whales, turtles. Snorkeling is also included in the
activity.
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D14 and 15 - MONTEVERDE
The Monteverde region is known for its tropical
rainforest, which is ideal for bird watching and

lush flora. An activity suspended bridges is
included in your stay. These offer spectacular

panoramic views of lush vegetation, waterfalls
and local wildlife. These tours allow you to

walk along the bridges and admire the beauty
of the surrounding nature.



D16 and 17 -  MANUEL ANTONIO
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Manuel Antonio is a popular destination in Costa
Rica, famous for its national park and beautiful

beaches. The national park is one of the main
attractions of the region. It offers a unique

combination of dense rainforest, hiking trails and
beautiful beaches. You can see a wide variety of

wildlife, including Capuchin monkeys, sloths,
iguanas and a multitude of tropical birds.

Whether you love nature, the beach, adventure or
relaxation, Manuel Antonio offers a multitude of

attractions to satisfy all tastes and guarantee an
unforgettable experience in Costa Rica.
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D18 to 21 - CORCOVADO

It is now time to return to San José. A driver will take
you to the Drake airport. From there you will take a
local flight to San Jose airport with, we hope, many
beautiful memories.

D22 - DEPARTURE DAY

Located on the Osa Peninsula, it houses one of the
last remaining primary tropical forests in the world.

The park is renowned for its abundant wildlife,
including rare species such as jaguars, tapirs, and

scarlet macaws. You can explore hiking trails through
the dense rainforest, discover picturesque waterfalls,
observe monkeys and sloths hanging from the trees,
and relax on pristine beaches. Corcovado is a must-

visit destination for nature lovers and ecotourism
enthusiasts seeking a wild and preserved experience.



22D/21N from 3999$ per person

- Meals not mentioned
- Tips 

- Souvenirs
- Gasoline

- National park entrances not mentioned
- International flights

The price includes

The price does not include
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- Every night of stay in a double room with a private bathroom
- All breakfast of the stay

- Vehicle rental, all risk insurance, 2 drivers, unlimited km
- Private transfer Manuel Antonio / Sierpe

- Transfer by boat Sierpe / Bahia Drake
- A/R airport transfer Bahia Drake / Hotel

- SANSA Bahia Drake / San Jose
- Your personalized roadmap
- Assistance in English 24/7

- Bribri indigenous visit Puerto Viejo
- Entrance to Tortuguero National Park

- Tortuguero channels tour 
- Guided Jaguar Trail Hike Tortuguero National Park

- Chocolate Tour La Fortuna
- Hot Springs plus meal Baldi La Fortuna

- La Fortuna waterfall entrance
- Finca Verde Tour

- Monteverde hanging bridges
- Monteverde Night Walk 

- Ocean Seafari Samara (dolphin watching + snorkeling) 
- Manuel Antonio National Park entrance

- Manuel Antonio National Park guided tour
- Entrance to Corcovado National Park

- Guided tour of the Corcovado National Park (San Pedrillo)
- Isla Del Caño snorkeling tour. 


